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359 Figure 1. Four examples of vector flights by bees
360 accustomed to flying between their hive (H) and an artificial
361 feeder (F). The bees were captured at F after feeding, and
362 then released at four different points (indicated by red
363 squares) around the hive; their subsequent flights were
364 recorded by the radar. Each radar position fix is marked by
365 an asterisk, and the dashed line ending in an arrowhead
366 from each release point represents the feeder-to-hive vector.
367 The red broken line shows the delineation between the areas
368 of pasture with grass of slightly different heights, and it can
369 be seen that this is crossed by the feeder-to-hive vector from
370 the release point to the north of F. Seven out of 10 bees
371 flying from this point turned along the delineation when they
372 encountered it 120 m into their westward flights. The
373 positions of artificial landmarks are indicated by
374 appropriately coloured triangles.��1��

137 were averaged over the period of each vector flight, and then
138 used to evaluate the coefficients in

139 Vnxy
= a1 � a2x � a3y � a4y ,140

141 where Vnxy
is the northerly component of wind speed at coordi-

142 nates x,y, anywhere within the rectangle. An equivalent
143 expression was used to derive the easterly component. These
144 equations allowed us to calculate the mean wind vector at a
145 height of 2.7 m, at the mid-point of any vector flight within
146 the rectangle.
147 To estimate the wind at other altitudes, we set up a mast near
148 to the centre of the rectangle, holding anemometers at heights
149 of 0.65, 1.3, 2.7 and 8.2 m, and a wind vane at 2.7 m. A second-
150 order polynomial fit of the mast mean speed data to log height
151 allowed us to estimate mean wind speed as a function of height
152 at the mast position, for the duration of each vector flight. As
153 the area was very flat, we assumed that this function could be
154 used to scale the 2.7 m mean wind vector calculated for the vec-
155 tor flight midpoint, to the bee’s height of flight. This height was
156 estimated on the assumption that height = v/3.5, where v was
157 the bee’s mean ground speed over the vector flight, in m s�1,
158 and 3.5 rad s�1 its preferred optical flow rate (Riley et al. 1999;
159 Riley & Osborne 2001). To find a bee’s mean airspeed and
160 heading during a vector flight, we calculated the mean wind vec-
161 tor at the midpoint of its track, and at the estimated height of
162 flight (Riley et al. 1999), and subtracted this from the insect’s
1
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380Figure 2. Accumulated data on vector flights (n = 90) of bees
381captured at the feeder and released at different points
382around the hive in July–August 1999: (a) shows the mean
383displacement direction and (b) the spread of directions (the
384angular dispersion of the flight paths, calculated using the
385‘doubling the angles’ method described in Mardia (1972)),
386both plotted as a function of distance along the flight
387trajectory. The direction of the hive from the feeder was
388273°.

163ground speed vector, as determined from the radar measure-
164ments.

1653. RESULTS

166The person releasing the bees noted that most flew
167initially in small circles or landed briefly, but irrespective
168of the position of the release point relative to the hive,
169their subsequent radar-tracked flight paths were always to
170the west. Figure 1 shows four examples where bees were
171released at different points, but maintained straight flights
172to the west for ca. 200 m, before beginning searching
173flights. These straight flights were almost exactly along the
174feeder-to-hive direction for their entire lengths, even when
175bees were released near to prominent artificial landmarks
176that were not present along the real feeder-to-hive path.
177The striking degree to which our experimental bees main-
178tained their vector flights is illustrated in figure 2a, which
179shows that the mean direction of displacement of all the
180bees remained very close to the feeder-to-hive direction
181for at least 270 m. Although individual bees initially flew
182off in widely different directions, the differences between
183them fell rapidly in the first 70 m of flight (figure 2b). Dur-
184ing the vector phase, the bees’ mean ground speed
185(5.3 m s�1 ± 0.68 (s.d.), n = 90) was significantly higher
186than in their subsequent hive-seeking flight
187(3.85 m s�1 ± 0.27).
188In both studies, bees showed no signs of drifting off the
189vector flight directions in cross-winds, and to test the
190accuracy of their compensation for lateral wind drift we
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394 Figure 3. Accumulated data on wind compensation. The
395 component of the wind (at the estimated flight height of
396 each bee), at right angles to the homeward vector, is plotted
397 against the same component of the bees’ air speed.
398 Northward components of the vectors are counted positive.
399 A slope of �1 would indicate perfect compensation for cross
400 winds.

191 plotted the components of the wind, and of the bees’ air
192 speeds, perpendicular to the hive–feeder axis (figure 3).
193 The slope of the regression line (�0.97) and high corre-
194 lation coefficient (0.83) demonstrates that in the range of
195 wind speeds (up to 5 m s�1) and directions experienced
196 during our field study, the bees were able to reduce lateral
197 wind drift to negligible levels.

198 4. DISCUSSION

199 On the basis of his short range visual observations of
200 honeybees captured at an established feeding station, and
201 released elsewhere, Wolf suggested that displaced bees
202 embark on the previously learned flight that would have
203 taken them home from the station, had they not been arti-
204 ficially displaced (Wolf 1927; Ribbands 1964). Our results
205 demonstrate that displaced bees do indeed make return
206 ‘vector’ flights, and do not deviate towards the actual
207 location of their goal, as suggested by Gould (1986). Our
208 data also strikingly confirm Wolf’s conjecture that many
209 bees complete the full length of the homeward flight
210 before starting to search for their hive. In a more recent
211 study we repeated the homing vector experiments, but we
212 also captured trained bees as they left the hive, displaced
213 them, and examined the degree to which their outward
214 flights corresponded to the hive-to-feeder vector (J. R.
215 Riley, unpublished data). We found that these bees too,
216 usually made vector flights, regardless of where they were
217 released, but this time in the hive-to-feeder direction. In
218 our studies, almost all the bees maintained accurate com-
219 pensation for lateral wind drift. It has been argued else-
220 where (Collett et al. 1993; Riley et al. 1999; Riley &
221 Osborne 2001) that drift compensation could be achieved
222 if bees simply adjust their headings until ground image
223 movement over their retinas occurs at the angle relative
1
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224to the sun’s azimuth that corresponds to their intended
225tracks. This rather straightforward mechanism obviates
226the need for complicated correctional computations of air
227speed and heading of the type envisaged by Von Frisch
228(1967, p. 186). It also predicts that compensation can be
229maintained in the complete absence of landscape features
230normally associated with the desired track—a prediction
231now confirmed by our observations. Esch & Burns (1996)
232have shown that bees estimate the distance they have trav-
233elled by integrating the optic flow of ground image move-
234ment over their ventral retinas, a conclusion supported by
235more recent laboratory observations (Srinivasan et al.
2362000). In our studies, where bees frequently adopted
237cross-track headings to compensate for side winds, the
238ground images would have moved obliquely over the ven-
239tral retina, so it seems that the optic flow integration
240mechanism is not restricted to image movements along
241the insects’ longitudinal axes.
242Our results demonstrate that bees tend to disregard
243landscape cues during vector flights, at least initially, and
244that flights were maintained even when this entailed flying
245in the vicinity of conspicuous visual features not present
246along the true hive-to-feeder path. This persistence sug-
247gested that the bees’ response to unfamiliar landscape fea-
248tures was largely suppressed, and that in this sense, they
249were flying in an ‘automatic pilot’ mode. But there was
250one exception to this general rule. We had noticed in our
2511999 experiments that after completion of their vector
252flights, if hive-seeking bees intercepted a line running
253approximately SSW–NNE across our flight arena, they
254often turned to fly along it. It subsequently became clear
255that this line corresponded to a previously unnoticed but
256perceptible edge between two areas of pasture mown at
257different times, and with grass of slightly different heights.
258The linear feature passed through the hive position, and
259it crossed the expected vector flight direction from one of
260our release points (figure 1), ca. 120 m to the west of it.
261Three out of 10 westward-bound bees released from this
262point over-flew the edge and completed their vector flights
263as normal, but when the other seven reached it they aban-
264doned the homeward vector flight, and turned to fly along
265the edge, most often in the hive direction. It thus appeared
266that in seven out of 10 cases, the ‘automatic pilot mode’
267was over-ridden by a linear visual feature, associated with
268the hive, with which the bees were familiar. This trunc-
269ation of return vector journeys by a familiar linear feature
270is strikingly similar to that observed on a much smaller
271scale in early experiments with displaced foraging ants
272(Collett & Collett 2000), and suggests that airborne and
273pedestrian insect foragers may perhaps have similar
274elements in their hierarchy of homing strategies.
275We note in conclusion that truncation of vector flights
276by some bees would not have been apparent without the
277ability of radar to reveal whole flight paths. This provides
278a cautionary illustration that establishing the relative
279importance of landscape-related and vector routes from
280traditional ‘vanishing bearings’ observations alone can be
281highly problematic (Collett & Collett 2000).
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